Vergence eye movements in bipolar disorder
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Summary

Aim: With respect to bipolar disorder (BD), previous research have demonstrated saccadic eye movements abnormalities, manifested mainly as an increase in reaction time (latency) in both prosaccadic and antisaccadic task. So far, there were no studies related to vergence eye movements in subjects with BD. Our primary aim was to evaluate vergence tracking performance in this clinical group.

Methods: 30 patients with BD in remission and 23 healthy controls were enrolled. Subjects underwent optometric examination where near point of convergence was measured by the use of Wolff Wand. Instrumented convergence measurements were performed using infrared eye tracker and dedicated vergence stimuli generator.

Results: BD patients presented significantly higher average error between eyes’ convergence and convergence required to fixate the target and higher number of saccadic intrusions compared with healthy controls group. Principal component analysis performed on oculometric parameters revealed differences between BD patients and healthy controls. Significant correlations between the vergence disturbances and saccadic intrusions were found.
Conclusions: BD patients showed the alterations of the vergence eye movements similar to the disturbances of eye movements in the fronto-parallel plane. While the abnormalities of vergence eye movements in some mental disorders have been reported, we have for the first time objectively measured this phenomenon in BD.
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Introduction

Biological, in particular the neuroanatomical basis of bipolar disorder (BD) has been widely recognized and implicated in the literature [1–3]. While the number of studies on cognitive dysfunctions in BD continues to increase [4–6], the motor functions in this disorder are still not comprehensively described. One of the emerging issues would be neurological soft signs (NSS) – minor neurological anomalies indicating non-specific cerebral dysfunction [7]. They include abnormalities such as motor incoordination (e.g., in tandem walk, finger to nose, finger to thumb opposition, dysdiadochokinesis), integrative function deficits (e.g., right/left confusion, bilateral extinction, agraphesthesia, astereognosis, and impaired audiovisual integration) and impaired sequencing of complex motor acts (demonstrated, e.g., in the fist-ring, fist-edge-palm, and Ozeretski tests) [8]. It is generally recognized that NSS are prevalent in patients with schizophrenia but recent studies suggest that BD patients may also exhibit similar dysfunctions [9].

Especially noteworthy among NSS in BD are eye movement deficiencies. It has been shown that BD patients reveal smooth pursuit eye movement (SPEM) deficits, i.e., decreased ratio of eye velocity to target velocity during pursuit of continuously visible targets, higher number of catch-up saccades (initiated when the gaze position lags behind the target it follows in order to increase velocity to catch up with the target) [10]. Up until now, most research focused on tracking object moving only in the fronto-parallel plane, but not in depth. Vergence is defined as disconjugate movements of the eyes in the horizontal plane and include convergence or divergence [11]. These movements are guided primarily by binocular retinal disparity (fusional vergence) and retinal blur (accommodative vergence) but other cues such as awareness of the target proximity (proximal convergence) may evoke vergence movements [12, 13]. Recent neuroimaging studies on healthy participants identified neural structures responsible for vergence movements: frontal eye fields (FEF), posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and cerebellar vermis (CV) [14, 15]. Some of those structures present structural and functional alterations in BD patients. Recent longitudinal investigation reveals that patients present white matter reduction in the parietal lobe [16]. fMRI study of SPEM indicates that subjects with BD are characterized by increased activity in the cerebellar vermis during the performance when compared to healthy controls [17]. A growing number of studies indicate that BD patients present disrupted cerebellar structure and activity [18],

Bolding et al. [19] observed disturbances of vergence movements in the form of reduced SPEM in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia. An increasing number of
studies in the area of genetics, neurophysiology, eye tracking, and imaging points out wide fields on which schizophrenia and bipolar disorder overlap [20]. Thus, as available literature suggests that both disorders share similar impairment of SPEM [21], and disruption of mentioned brain structures associated with vergence eye movements in BD [18, 22], we hypothesize that such similarities may be observed in vergence eye movements as well. In this study, we aimed to comprehensively evaluate vergence tracking performance (especially convergence) in patients with BD. The study was carried out with the use of a new appliance, the oculometer, specially designed for this purpose.

Methods

Participants

Fifty-three participants were enrolled to this study. Patients were recruited from the Department of Adult Psychiatry, Poznan University of Medical Sciences, Poznan, and the Department of Affective Disorders, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krakow. 30 patients with BD (14 males and 16 females) were included. Their mean age was 41 ± 9 years. There were 19 bipolar I patients and 11 bipolar II patients. The mean duration of the illness was 11 ± 11 years. A consensus diagnosis by at least two psychiatrists, according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). The assessment was performed on euthymic patients during a stable remission period. The criterion for remission was obtaining ≤ 7 points on the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale and/or on the Young Mania Rating Scale. At the time of the assessment, all patients were on first-generation (lithium, valproic acid) and/or second-generation (olanzapine, quetiapine, aripiprazole, lamotrigine) mood-stabilizing drugs [23]. Seven patients were taking antidepressants: venlafaxine, paroxetine, escitalopram, duloxetine or agomelatine. Examination was performed between 8 am and 8 pm. Description of studied groups is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The description of studied groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BD group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years, mean (SD))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (men/women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of the illness (years, mean (SD))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medication</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent of olanzapine daily dosage (mg/day, (SD))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*table continued on the next page*
Lithium 7 (23%) -  
Lamotrigine 9 (30%) -  
Valproic acid 10 (33%) -  
Aripiprazol 3 (10%) -  
Venlafaxine 3 (10%) -  
Duloxetine 1 (3%) -  
Agomelatine 1 (3%) -  
Paroxetine 1 (3%) -  
Escitalopram 1 (3%) -  

BD – bipolar disorder; SD – standard deviation

\(^a\) Student’s T-test, ns; \(^b\) Chi-square test, ns

Exclusion criteria included any other psychiatric comorbidity, a history of alcohol or drug abuse (according to DSM-5 criteria for substance use disorder), severe, acute or chronic neurological and somatic diseases, taking typical antipsychotics. Since many visual and oculomotor disturbances may affect vergence movement parameters (including near point of convergence – NPC), we decided additionally to implement the following exclusion criteria: constant strabismus or history of strabismus surgery, strabismic and/or anisometropic amblyopia, visual acuity less than 0.8 (20/25) in either eye, nystagmus, vertical phoria greater than 1.0 prism diopters, a history of chronic disease that may affect accommodation and binocular vision. Moreover, subjects with high and uncorrected refractive errors were excluded from further analysis.

The control group consisted of 23 subjects (14 males and 9 females) with a mean age of 36 ± 13 years, matched in terms of sex and age with the group of BD patients. Control group was examined by experienced psychiatrist and screened for the presence of mental diseases with the use of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. They did not report any psychiatric disturbance in themselves or first-degree relatives. None of the healthy controls took antipsychotics or antidepressants. None of them had any serious somatic condition. All participants signed a written informed consent before the assessment. The study was approved by the Jagiellonian University Bioethics Committee and Bioethics Committee of Poznan University of Medical Sciences.

**Optometric examination**

NPC is usually defined as the point of the line of sight intersection when the maximum fusional convergence at near is used [24]. That is, NPC is a basic parameter of the visual system and represents the amplitude of convergence, or the nearest point space (measured from the eye center of rotation to the observed target) where the subject can hold binocular fusion [25, 26]. All subjects underwent optometric examination (with special emphasis on binocular vision function at near) carried out by experienced op-
tometrist, which included the measurement of Snellen visual acuity (at far and at near),
ocular dominance (hole-in-the-hands test), objective refraction examination (static
retinoscopy), Worth four-dot test at near, stereopsis (Stereo Fly test), prism cover test
at far and near (measurement of heterophoria), fusional convergence reserve at near
(measured using prism bar), vertical phoria examination – Maddox rod test. NPC was
measured by the use of Wolff Wand.

The measurement of NPC and fusional convergence was done with optimal distance
refractive correction (glasses or contact lenses), in a sedentary position (for presbyopic
individuals – through the appropriate reading glasses) [26]. The NPC was measured
using Wolff Wand fixation target placed along the subject’s midline, at a distance of
about 50 cm from the base of the nose along the midline of the subject. The target was
moved slowly (1 to 2 cm/s) toward them, until they reported double vision (diplopia)
or the examiner observed a loss of binocularity – one eye was seen to deviate outward
from the fixation position (break point of fusion). Patients were asked to keep the target
moving towards them single (Wolff Wand) as long as possible. The break point of fusion
was measured from the outer corner of the eye (which corresponds approximately to
the eye center of rotation) with a 50 cm long ruler to the nearest centimeter [25]. The
Wolff Wand was then moved away until either one target was again reported, or until
the eyes were seen to make a fusional movement to regain binocularity (recovery point
of fusion). This distance was also measured with a ruler to the nearest centimeter. If
the break of fusion point was < 1 cm, it was recorded as ‘nose’. Five measurements
were done in order to improve sensitivity and the mean values of break and recovery
points of fusion were recorded as subject’s point of convergence break and recovery,
respectively [27].

Oculometric measurement

Instrumented vergence measurements were performed using infrared eye tracker
and dedicated vergence stimuli generator. The system used for eye movement acqui-
sition, Jazz Integra Binocular, measures the relative rotation of each eye in horizontal
and vertical axis, by means of infrared reflection (near infrared – 940 nm) from corneal
bulge (photoelectric method) [28, 29]. This method provides robust measurement with
high temporal resolution (1000 Hz) and spatial sensitivity (2–5 minarc).

Stimuli were generated by custom design display, consisting of 128 LEDs, forming
continuous 64 cm line, and three calibration LEDs placed on perpendicular display
on one of the line’s ends (Figure 1). The angles of convergence for the closest and
farthest LED were 66° and 5.6°, respectively. Stimuli display was synchronized with
eye movement measurement by the optical connection.
Oculometric procedure

The subject was seated in front of stimuli generator setup, with the head placed on a headrest. Eye movement sensor was placed on subject’s head, tested and adjusted. A position of stimuli setup was adjusted so the line of LEDs was visible with no obtrusions and placed perpendicularly to subject’s face with its tip touching subject’s nose. First LED position was 14 mm from the subject’s nose, while the actual distance to the eyes was measured. The subject was asked to fixate eyes on LED which was currently on, and to try to keep it as a single image. The stimuli started with three-point calibration procedure. Each of calibration LEDs, placed in horizontal axis on positions (0, ±12°), was lit for 3 seconds, and the cycle was repeated 3 times. Eye convergence stimulation started from the most distant LED of the line and proceeded with moving the light point along the line, with constant linear speed 37.6 mm/s. At the most extreme position light target stopped for 3.13 s and proceeded to move in opposite direction. Such stimulation cycle, consisting of convergence and divergence segments, was repeated five times.

Figure 1. Oculometric procedure. Left: picture presents vergence eye movement stimuli generator setup during the oculometric procedure. Upper right: calibration procedure. Lower right: eye vergence stimulation
Oculometric data processing

Horizontal eye position was calibrated according to three point calibration. Oculometric parameters were calculated for 20 cm segments (60 to 260 mm from the eye surface) of target movement of each segment of the procedure. Every parameter was calculated separately for convergence (target moving towards the eyes) and divergence (target moving away from the eyes) segments. The calculations were made by custom software script.

Eye vergence signal

Slow eye vergence signal was calculated as a difference between the horizontal rotation of the left and right eye, passed through the low-pass filter. Blinks, saccades and fast vergence eye movements were detected automatically and excluded from calculation of the vergence signal parameters. Following parameters were calculated for slow vergence component:

- ZPOSt – maximal eye convergence achieved;
- ZPOSv – maximal eye divergence achieved.

- ERRt – average error (difference) between eye convergence and convergence required to fixate the target;
- ERRf – average error (difference) between eye divergence and divergence required to fixate the target;

- GAINt – average ratio between eye convergence velocity and convergence velocity required by target movement;
- GAINf – average ratio between eye divergence velocity and divergence velocity required by target movement;

- GAINPt – average ratio between eye and target convergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded);
- GAINPf – average ratio between eye and target divergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded);

- VERDt – average distance from the eye for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0);
- VERDF – average distance from the eye for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0);

- VERCt – cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0);
VERCf – Cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0);

**Saccades and fast vergence movements**

Fast eye movements and blinks were detected on the basis of velocity threshold (15°/s) and peak velocity (80°/s) criteria. Segments of oculomotor signal spanned between sub-threshold, local signal velocity minimum and exceeding peak velocity criteria were classified depending on amplitude, time and conjugacy between left and right eye signal. Fast conjugate, monotonic movements were considered as saccades, and non-conjugate, monotonic movements as fast vergence movements. Other fast signal changes were considered as artifacts (blinks). Saccades larger than 10 degrees were excluded from analysis, as associated with distractors, rather than visual pursuit task. Following parameters were calculated for fast saccades:

- SACnAt – average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during convergence;
- SACnAf – average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during divergence;
- SACnCt – number of fast vergence movement intrusions during convergence;
- SACnCf – number of fast vergence movement intrusions during divergence;
- SACvAt – average amplitude of fast vergence intrusions during convergence;
- SACvAf – average amplitude of fast divergence intrusions during divergence;
- SACvCt – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence;
- SACvCf – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in divergence;

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed with R software [30]. Demographical characteristics of examined groups were compared with Student’s T and Chi-square tests as appropriate. Normality and homogeneity of variance were examined using Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests, respectively. Parameters from optometric and oculometric examination were compared between the groups with the use of Student’s T-test. Power of T-test and effect size (Cohen’s d) were also calculated.

Additionally, these tests were used to investigate differences between BD patients with and without lithium, lamotrigine, valproic acid or antidepressant treatment. Daily dosages of antipsychotics were converted to equivalent of olanzapine according to Leucht et al. [31].

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on oculometric parameters which received at least medium effect size (Cohen’s d >0.5) in comparisons between BD and control groups: ERRt, ERRf, GAINPt, SACvCt, SACvCf, VERDt, ZPOSt.

The differences in PCA components between groups were analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with the factor of group (control group, BD group), factor of sex and group-sex interactions. In the case of an insignificant interaction effect, two-way ANOVA
Figure 2. **Results of optometric and oculometric parameters comparison between healthy controls (HC) and bipolar disorder (BD) groups**

Bars’ directions present means differences. Bars on the left side present parameters for which mean values were higher in HC group, and bars on the right side present those higher in BD group.

- **ERRt** – average error between eye convergence and convergence required to fixate the target; **ERRf** – average error between eye divergence and divergence required to fixate the target; **GAINt** – average ratio between eye convergence velocity and convergence velocity required by target movement; **GAINf** – average ratio between eye divergence velocity and divergence velocity required by target movement; **GAINPt** – average ratio between eye and target convergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded); **GAINPf** – average ratio between eye and target divergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded); **VERDt** – average distance from the eye for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0); **VERDf** – average distance from the eye for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0).
by target movement >0); VERCt – cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0); VERCf – Cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0); SACnAt – average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during convergence; SACnAf – average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during divergence; SACnCt – number of fast vergence movement intrusions during convergence; SACnCf – number of fast vergence movement intrusions during divergence; SACvAt – average amplitude of fast vergence intrusions during convergence; SACvAf – average amplitude of fast divergence intrusions during divergence; SACvCt – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence; SACvCf – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in divergence; ZPOSt – maximal eye convergence achieved; ZPOSv – maximal eye divergence achieved

model without group-sex interaction was analyzed. Pearson’s $r$ correlation coefficients were used to evaluate associations between equivalent olanzapine daily doses and oculometric parameters

**Results**

Comparisons between control and BD groups performed on all optometric and oculometric measures revealed significant differences, with at least medium effect size and power of test greater than 0.5 in three parameters: (1) average error (difference) between eyes’ convergence and convergence required to fixate the target (Student’s $T$-test, $p < 0.05$; Cohen’s $d = 0.65$; power = 0.63); (2) number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence ($p < 0.05$; Cohen’s $d = 0.56$; power = 0.51); (3) number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in divergence ($p < 0.05$; Cohen’s $d = 0.58$; power = 0.54) (Figure 2).

In order to better visualize the differences between BD and control group the principal component analysis was performed. Only variables for which a calculated effect size was at least medium were taken into analysis (Figure 2). Three first principal components resulted from PCA have eigenvalues greater than 1 and explain 48.3, 18.7 and 15.2 percent of the data variation (Figure 3 and 4). In the case of Component 1 ($F(19.384) = 6.21; df = 1; p = 0.016$) and Component 2 ($F(6.085) = 4.924; df = 1; p = 0.031$) there are significant differences between groups of participants. Due to the insignificant effect of group-sex interactions two-way ANOVA models without interaction factor were used. The factor of sex was insignificant in both two-way ANOVA models ($p > 0.05$).

Correlation analysis of BD patients’ oculometric performance revealed that ERRt was significantly positively associated with GAINt ($r = 0.46; p = 0.001$) and SACvCt ($r = 0.5; p = 0.005$).

Correlation analysis between duration of the illness in BD patients and oculometric and optometric variables are presented in Table 2. Duration of the illness was significantly positively associated with GAINt, GAINPt, GAINPf, and SACvCf.

ZPOSt was significantly correlated only with ZPOSv ($r = 0.93; p < 0.001$). There were no significant associations between daily dosage of olanzapine equivalent and
Figure 3. **Principal component analysis: relations between loadings and first two principal components**

ERRt – average error between eye convergence and convergence required to fixate the target; ERRf – average error between eye divergence and divergence required to fixate the target; GAINPt – average ratio between eye and target convergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded); GAINPf – average ratio between eye and target divergence velocity, excluding fragments when eye vergence did not change according to stimuli change (fragments with average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement <0 excluded); ZPOSt – maximal eye convergence achieved; VERDt – average distance from the eye for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (average ratio between eye vergence velocity and vergence velocity required by target movement >0); SACvCt – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence; SACvCf – number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in divergence
Figure 4. **Scatterplot of two first components of the principal component analysis performed on the selected oculometric parameters**

Ellipses show 95% confidence interval per each group

BD – bipolar disorder  
HC – healthy controls

any of the optometric or oculometric parameter. Comparison of evaluated parameters between BD patients with and without lithium, lamotrigine, valproic acid or antidepressant treatment revealed no statistically significant differences.
Table 2. Correlations between duration of the illness and equivalent of olanzapine daily dosage [mg/d] with optometric and oculometric parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of the illness [years]</th>
<th>Equivalent of olanzapine daily dosage [mg/d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optometric examination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean break of the fusion [cm]</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean recovery of fusion [cm]</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oculometric examination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average error between eyes convergence and convergence required to fixate the target – ERRt [deg]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average error between eyes divergence and divergence required to fixate the target – ERRf [deg]</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ratio between eye convergence velocity and convergence velocity required by target movement – GAINt [-]</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ratio between eyes’ divergence velocity and divergence velocity required by target movement – GAINf [-]</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ratio between eye and target convergence velocity – GAINPt [-]</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ratio between eye and target divergence velocity – GAINPf [-]</td>
<td>0.5**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during convergence – SACnAt [deg]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fast vergence movement intrusions during convergence – SACnCt [-]</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amplitude of saccadic intrusions during divergence – SACnAf [deg]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fast vergence movement intrusions during divergence – SACnCf [-]</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amplitude of fast vergence intrusions during convergence – SACvAt [deg]</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence – SACvCt [-]</td>
<td>0.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amplitude of fast divergence intrusions during divergence – SACvAf [deg]</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in divergence – SACvCf [-]</td>
<td>0.63***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*table continued on the next page*
Average distance from the eye for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change – VERDt [mm] & 0.13 & 0.2 \\
Average distance from the eye for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change – VERDf [mm] & 0.12 & 0.2 \\
Cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change – VERCt [ms] & -0.25 & -0.07 \\
Cumulative time during experiment segments for which eye divergence changed accordingly to stimuli change – VERCf [ms] & 0.01 & 0.06 \\
Maximal eye convergence achieved – ZPOST [deg] & -0.16 & -0.24 \\
Maximal eye divergence achieved – ZPOSv [deg] & -0.15 & -0.29 \\

Asterisks indicate significance of correlation: *p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

**Discussion**

In this study, for the first time, we made the clinical and oculometric evaluation of vergence eye movements in BD patients. Our main finding is that application of infrared oculometry revealed several eye movement disturbances differentiating BD patients from healthy controls. Particularly, patients presented increased average error (difference) between eye convergence and convergence required to fixate the target, as well as increased number of saccadic intrusions during convergence and divergence.

In optometric examination, BD patients presented no significant differences in break and recovery points of fusion. These results obtained from optometric examination corroborate our previous preliminary findings [32], indicating higher rates of reduced near point of convergence in schizophrenia patients than in BD patients and healthy controls, while BD patients and healthy controls did not differ.

Principal component analysis allowed us to visualize the differences between analyzed groups and relationships between parameters used in the research. In respects of the first two principal components, we found significant differences between BD group and healthy controls. The first principal component was positively correlated with parameters describing ocular tracking performance (ERRf, ERRt, GAINPt) and saccadic intrusions (SACvCt and SACvCf). The second principal component was positively correlated with maximal eye convergence (ZPOST) and negatively with average distance from the eye for which eye convergence changed accordingly to stimuli change (VERDt).

Our results indicate that BD patients present vergence tracking deficiency associated with higher number of saccadic intrusions. Some parallels may be drawn between those deficits and the ones observed during SPEM in the horizontal plane. Carvalho et al. [10] summarized that BD patients present decreased ratio of eye velocity to target velocity and increased rates of catch-up saccades during SPEM. In this study, we have
shown that the number of saccadic intrusions is correlated with ERRt, as well as with GAINPt and GAINPf. Thus, we believe that higher number of saccadic intrusions during vergence tracking is equivalent to catch-up saccades during SPEM. As the catch-up saccades are used to compensate for poor smooth pursuit gain [19] both processes are intertwined, therefore it may be the reason they have a similar influence on the first principal component. An observation that these components differentiate BD patients from the healthy controls indicates that deficits observed during SPEM in BD patients are not specific to horizontal but are also present in fronto-parallel plane.

Neuroimaging studies are required to evaluate which brain structures are associated with vergence eye movement dysfunction in BD. However, with all the data available, it is possible that cerebellar vermis, due to its role in vergence tasks [14, 15, 33, 34] and its abnormal functioning during SPEM in BD patients [17], may also play a role in vergence eye movement dysfunctions in BD. Future studies should address associations between SPEM deficits during vergence tracking in BD and structural and functional deficits of brain regions responsible for vergence tasks: frontal eye fields (FEF), posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and cerebellar vermis [14, 15].

For every difference in vergence eye movements between BD patients and healthy controls, it must be noted that the examined patients were under the effect of psychopharmacological treatment, receiving atypical antipsychotics, mood stabilizers and/or antidepressants. To our best knowledge, there are no studies evaluating the effect of this treatment on vergence eye movements in BD. In the case of patients with schizophrenia, Bolding et al. [19] showed no differences in convergence eye movements between patients taking antidepressants or anticholinergic medication and patients without those medications. Flechtner et al. [35] showed no impact of antipsychotic medication on SPEM performance of patients with major depressive disorder. In schizophrenia patients, long-term antipsychotic medication use has been associated with impaired SPEM gain [36, 37]. Thus, we cannot rule out the possible effect of medication on vergence eye movements. In our study, we have found no statistically significant associations between daily doses of olanzapine equivalents and any of assessed oculometric and optometric parameters. We suppose that atypical neuroleptics chosen in our study may have minimal effect on patients’ oculomotor performance. Due to the potential effect of lithium on SPEM [10] we have compared the performance of BD patients taking and not taking lithium. We have found no difference between these two groups in any of the parameters evaluated in the study. Some studies have shown an effect of antidepressants on oculomotor performance [38, 39], while other studies have reported no effect of this treatment on reaction times or error rates in depression [10, 35, 40]. In our study, we have shown no significant differences between BD patients taking antidepressant medication and those not treated with such medication. Neither we have found any differences between BD patients treated and not treated with lamotrigine or valproic acid treatment. However additional studies are needed to investigate the effect of psychiatric treatments on vergence eye movements and binocular vision.
We have shown that there are positive associations between duration of the illness and the disturbances of vergence eye movements (GAINt, GAINPt, GAINPf, SACvCt, SACvCf). One possible explanation is that those deficits are associated with the progression of the illness. The growing number of studies revealed that BD patients develop neuroanatomic abnormalities such as ventricular enlargement and grey matter loss. It has been shown that BD patients present a progressive decline of cerebellar gray matter density [41]. Brambilla et al. [42] showed the inverse correlation between cerebellar vermis volume and number of BD episodes. Longitudinal investigation reveals that patients present white matter reductions in the parietal lobe [16]. Both mentioned structures, declining in the course of BD, are associated with vergence eye movements.

Second possible explanation is the effect of chronic medication. Hutton et al. showed that SPEM gain is unaffected by short-term antipsychotic medication but it is worsened by chronic treatment in the group of patients with schizophrenia. However, other oculometric parameters, like catch-up saccades, are adversely influenced by illness duration rather than medication. Thus, further studies are necessary to disseminate effects of the illness progression and treatment on vergence eye movements in BD.

We are aware of limitations of this study, such as relatively small subject sample, performing examination at different times of the day (between 8 am and 8 pm) and the fact that the group of patients was not drug naïve. On the other hand, the strength of our study is thorough optometric examination which enabled us to evaluate vergence eye movements in the group of participants without visual and oculomotor disturbances, which could significantly affect our results. Conversion of atypical antipsychotics’ doses to olanzapine equivalents enabled us to partially evaluate the effect of treatment on vergence eye movements.

Conclusions

In our study, we have confronted the optometric examination of vergence eye movements with oculometric examination of SPEM during vergence in the group of BD patients and healthy controls. While in the case of optometric parameters patients seem not to differ from healthy controls, application of oculometry reveal several alterations of vergence eye movements, namely: increased average error (difference) between eye convergence and convergence required to fixate the target and increased number of saccadic intrusions during tracking the target in convergence and divergence. Application of multivariate analysis revealed the presence of the components differentiating BD patients from the healthy controls, indicating disrupted ocular-tracking performance and increased saccadic intrusions in the group of patients.
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